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For six years, a tough wannabe guardian angel named Alpha has worked hard to prove his worth at HEA
Corp. His partner, Omega, has been with him every step of the way. Known affectionately by the other ladies
in their sector as Hottie and Dreamy, they’re the dynamic duo and a sure bet to become Seraph Guardians
and get their wings. The elite SG protect the good souls of Earth from meeting untimely deaths.

Currently, Alpha and Omega are Minders who protect the not so innocent until HEL Enterprises, HEA’s
sister company, sends their Reapers to collect what’s theirs. As training ends, the partners are made aware of
their final assignment.
Lark Miller.

Alpha has read her file—she’s the worst of the worst—a drug addict loser with a dark, hidden past. On his
final assignment, not only do they change the rules of the game by stripping these Minders of their powers
and extending the terms of their protection, but they also send in one of HEL’s top Leviathans, a spicy Latina
named Lovenia, to shake things up.

Alpha and Omega know they have to keep their heads in the game and their hearts free from distraction.

But what happens when a Minder develops feelings for the one they’re supposed to protect? What happens
when the rules become unclear and things aren’t what they seem?

Will Alpha and Omega fly through this one last challenge and fulfill their destiny? Or is there a warm place
waiting in the basement of HEL just for them should they fail?

THIS BOOK DOES NOT HAVE A CLIFFHANGER. THIS BOOK CAN BE READ AS A
STANDALONE.
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From reader reviews:

Glenn Flinchum:

Throughout other case, little persons like to read book Alpha & Omega. You can choose the best book if you
appreciate reading a book. Given that we know about how is important the book Alpha & Omega. You can
add understanding and of course you can around the world by way of a book. Absolutely right, mainly
because from book you can realize everything! From your country until eventually foreign or abroad you
will end up known. About simple thing until wonderful thing you can know that. In this era, we are able to
open a book or searching by internet product. It is called e-book. You can use it when you feel fed up to go
to the library. Let's go through.

Willie Long:

The book Alpha & Omega can give more knowledge and also the precise product information about
everything you want. Exactly why must we leave the best thing like a book Alpha & Omega? Some of you
have a different opinion about publication. But one aim this book can give many facts for us. It is absolutely
right. Right now, try to closer with your book. Knowledge or information that you take for that, you are able
to give for each other; you may share all of these. Book Alpha & Omega has simple shape but you know: it
has great and massive function for you. You can search the enormous world by open up and read a
publication. So it is very wonderful.

Maureen Bonds:

The guide untitled Alpha & Omega is the e-book that recommended to you you just read. You can see the
quality of the publication content that will be shown to a person. The language that author use to explained
their ideas are easily to understand. The copy writer was did a lot of exploration when write the book, and so
the information that they share for your requirements is absolutely accurate. You also could possibly get the
e-book of Alpha & Omega from the publisher to make you much more enjoy free time.

Rita Furguson:

The book untitled Alpha & Omega contain a lot of information on the idea. The writer explains the girl idea
with easy means. The language is very simple to implement all the people, so do not really worry, you can
easy to read this. The book was authored by famous author. The author will bring you in the new period of
literary works. You can read this book because you can read on your smart phone, or device, so you can read
the book with anywhere and anytime. If you want to buy the e-book, you can open up their official web-site
along with order it. Have a nice study.
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